
The NexT Big ThiNg is AlreAdy Here 

WArM UP ANd WriTe dOWN

5 Smartphone verbs

4 parts of a Smartphone

3 Smartphone brand names

2 synonyms
a big thing i’m psyched  

Read the dialogue. Fill in the gaps with words from the box.

awesome   psyched   coolest   waited   back   headphone   adaptor   precious

hey, they’re saying that this phone is going to be like a (1) _______________ jewel. Jewel, i love 
that. The (2) _________________ jack is going to be on the bottom. Pssh. i heard the connector 
is all digital. 

What? What does that even mean? Who knows? i’m (3) _________________ .

All i’m saying is that they should have a priority line for people who’ve (4) _______________ five 
times.

heard you have to have an (5) _____________ to use the dock on the new one. Yeah, yeah, but 
they make the (6) ______________ adaptors. 

Welcome (7) ________________, i guess that galaxy S3 didn’t work out.  No, i love the gS3. it’s 
extremely (8) _________________. i’m just saving a spot in line for someone. That’s not cool.

rHyMes
Write a rhyme for each word below. Use 
each word in a sentence.

a)  jewel b)  jack  

c)  thing d)  phone 

e)  while f )  spot

02

01

04 THe gAPs

a) Andriod   Blackberry   iOS   Chrome

b) connector   adaptor   playlist   screen 

c) share   sent   text   watch

03
each question below has four words. Which 
one word in each group is different? explain 
your answers with a logical reason. 

Odd WOrd OUT
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nf5-Prx19ZM


Fill iN THe BlANKs 

hey, they’re saying that this (1) _____________ is going to be like a precious jewel. Jewel, i love 
that.

The headphone jack is going to be on the (2) _______________. Pssh. i heard the connector is 
all digital. What? What does that even mean? Who knows? i’m (3) _________________ .

All i’m saying is that they should have a priority line for people who’ve waited 
(4)____________________.

heard you have to have an adaptor to use the dock on the new one. Yeah, yeah, but they make 
(5) ____________________ adaptors. Welcome back, i guess that galaxy S3 didn’t work out.

No, i love the gS3. it’s extremely awesome. i’m just saving (6) ____________________ in line for 
someone. That’s not cool. Yeah man.

This year, we’re finally getting everything that we didn’t get last year. The big screen. True 4g. 
Yup.  What is that? hey, what did you just do? 

huh, i just sent him a playlist. By (7) __________________ phones? Yup, simple as that. it’s the 
galaxy S3.

hey, Mom. Dad. Thanks for holding our spot. hey man, how’s it going? Saved you a spot. i 
moved on.

You’re not going to miss all this? No, i got the Samsung gS3 now. is that a Samsung? That’s a 
new Samsung. it is. it’s (8) ___________________. But i kind of like it. This one’s 4g. Yeah, we’ve 
had that for a while.

This one’s got a big screen. This one has a bigger one and we can share videos instantly. You can 
watch a video while you’re sending (9) __________________ .

Well, we’re going to get that for sure. Maybe not this time but the next time, right.

The next(10) ___________________ is already here. The Samsung galaxy S3.

06 MAiN ideAs

1. Why are people waiting in line?
2. This TV commercial is about two Smart-

phones. One is a Samsung. What is the 
other? how do you know that?

3. Name three things the galaxy S3 can do.
4. Do you think the people waiting look fool-

ish? Why?

07 cHiT cHAT

1. Do you have a Smartphone? Why or why 
not?

2. Why do you think there are a few older 
people in the commercial?

3. The title of the video is, “The Next Big 
Thing is Already here.”  What does that 
mean?
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